
Bio: 
 
Chermia Amour is a multi-talented force to be reckoned with in the fashion and art 
industries. Her stunning one-of-a-kind designs and creative approach have caught 
the attention of a wide range of clients, including some of the biggest names in 
entertainment. Among her impressive roster of celebrity clientele are Mary J. Blige, 
Angela Simmons, and Iyanla Vanzant. 
 
In addition to her custom designs, Chermia has launched her own line of swimsuits 
and other custom products. Her expertise in the arts has also led her to offer paint 
party services to some of the world's leading corporations, such as Nordstrom's, 
NBC, Columbia Law School, Max & Mara, and Jack & Jill of Westchester. 
 
Chermia's passion for art goes beyond just fashion and custom products. She is a 
Visual Art teacher at Mott Hall Charter School in the Bronx, where she uses her skills 
and experience to inspire the next generation of artists. Chermia has also developed 
enrichment programs for middle and high school students, which provide a unique 
and creative approach to learning about the arts. 
 
Chermia's passion for promoting the arts and creating opportunities for the next 
generation of artists is evident in her creation of the Summer ArtMakers Camp 
Through this initiative, she educates young students on the importance of Black 
representation in the art industry and provides them with the tools and inspiration 
needed to succeed. Her commitment to diversity in the arts and fostering the next 
generation of creatives has earned her widespread recognition and praise from her 
peers in the industry such BET and Fashion Bomb Daily. 
 
In short, Chermia Amour is a highly talented designer, artist, and educator who has 
achieved remarkable success in the fashion and art industries. Her work with high-
profile clients and corporations, as well as her commitment to inspiring and 
educating the next generation of artists, make her an impressive figure in the world 
of fashion and the arts. 
-- 
Chermia Lucas 
Chermia Amour LLC 
Tel. 410-353-6159 
www.chermiaamour.com 
 
"There's nothing unpaintable." 
 

http://www.chermiaamour.com/

